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It is unofficial, but very popular symbol of the country. in honor 
of a bird of a kiwi the local fruit known around the world was 

called. New Zealanders often call themselves by "kiwi". It 
became this international nickname. Images of a bird of a kiwi 

can be met here everywhere, it is simple not to find the best 
souvenir.



If you saw at least one movie from the trilogy "Lord of the 
Rings", then to describe this place of interest where there took 
place shootings, it isn't necessary. Each corner of this village 

where there lived hobbits will be familiar to you. But even if you 
aren't a fan of a fantasy, all the same, it is worth visiting 

Hobbiton, the village with great love was under construction.



It is a volcanic zone, one of thanks to what, actually, and 
there were islands of New Zealand. Uai-au-Tapu means 

"Sacred waters". Maori called this place so not for nothing 
— numerous hot springs are located here. Now in 

Uai-au-Tapu the amusement park "The country thermal 
miracles" which is very popular among tourists works.



Come to this beach not with towels and umbrellas, and 
with shovels! Under Hot Water Beach sand two hot 

springs so itself can dig the real bathtub which will 
quickly be filled with warm water are hidden. The such 

"sandy bathtub" is deeper, the will be hotter water so in 
certain cases vacationers dig the whole channels to 

connect her to the sea.



Franz Joseph's glacier
There is this glacier in the west of the Southern island, in 

National park Vestlend. The unique miracle of the nature is 
visited every year by more than 250 thousand people who try to 

subdue Franz Joseph's glacier accompanied by the guide. For 
this purpose special footwear and devices will be necessary, but 

ice tunnels will leave unforgettable impression.


